XXVI PEKO KEVAD
April 15-16, 2017
Obinitsa/Tsumba

Programme:
Saturday, April 15th – Long distance, starts from 13.00
Sunday, April 16th – Shortened long distance (middle distance in MN21A), starts from 10.00
EVENT DIRECTOR
OFFICE
FINISH
COURSE SETTER

RAUL KUDRE
INGRIT KALA
EINAR RAUDKEPP
MADIS ORAS

TERRAIN AND MAP:
Terrain is located around the steep slopes of river Piusa. Runnability varies from good to
poor. Maximum height difference is up to 45 meters. There are a lot of fallen trees in the
forest, which slow down the running speed. There are a lot of swamps which are mostly wet.
Irregular network of paths and roads. Approximately 80% of the terrain is covered with forest.
Athletes running longer courses (MW21A, M18, 35, 40) will have to cross Tuhkavitsa stream
on Day 1. The stream is crossable, water reaches approximately to the knees.

Map scale: 1:10 000 or 1:15 000.
Contour interval 5 m, map size A4
Map author: Madis Oras (autumn 2016 - spring 2017).
Old map 9845
STARTS
There are three starts: Start 1, Start 2, Start 3. Both days all the starts are located close to the
competition centre. There will be route markings to the starts. Pre-start is 2 min in each class.
Maps can be taken at the start time from buckets.
Clothes will be transported from starts to finish during the competition.
Open course and marked course (MN8-10MN) runners can choose their start time. Start 3
will be open both days for 1,5 hours: Day 1 from 13.00 to 14.30 and Day 2 from 10.00 to
11.30. Runners starting from Start 3 can take their map 1 minute before the start. There will
be organizers who lead and teach the participants.
CONTROL DESCRIPTION
Separate control descriptions will be available at the start for all classes except of MN810NR. Control descriptions will be also printed on the front side of the maps. MN21A classes
will have only queue number printed next to the control circle (i.e 1, 2, 3), all the other classes
will have both queue number and control number (i. e 1-31, 2-32).
LOCATION:
See the map below:

Võistluskeskus = Competition centre
Tähistus = Route marking

Electronic punching:
SPORTIdent punching system. Rental SI cards are available for 1 EUR per day.

GPS:
GPS-following will be used in classes M21A/W21A. The list of athletes wearing GPS devices
will be published on web page and competition centre. Athletes will get their GPS devices
from the start. It’s possible to watch GPS-tracking in the competition centre.
Entry fees:
MN 8-14
3 EUR per day
MN 16-18, 60, 65, 70
5 EUR per day
MN 21-55
8 EUR per day
Open course
5 EUR per day
Latecomers have 1,5x higher entry fee.
Parking:
Close to the competition centre. 1EUR/day.
Washing and toilets:
There are warm outdoor showers, sauna and toilets at the competition centre.
Catering:
Cafe at the competition center.
Prizes:
Prizes will be given to the best runners in each class according to the sum of the results.
Small prize for all the participants in classes MW8-10.
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